
NOTICE OF WEBSITE, AND OF ANNOTATED MEMOIR
(“ADDITIONAL MATERIALS”)

It is hereby noticed that I (the Complainant, Walter Tuvell) own/main-
tain a website devoted to Judicial Misconduct: http://  Judicial  Misconduct.  
US.

One whole webpage on that website is devoted to the case of Ryan v. 
U.S.: http://  Judicial  Misconduct.  US/  Case  Studies/  RYANv  US  
(ALSCHULERv  EASTERBROOK)  .

That webpage holds (and also links to publicly accessible online copies 
of) Prof. Albert Alschuler’s “notorious” law review article (which he styles as
a Memoir), How Frank Easterbrook Kept George Ryan in Prison.

The webpage also holds a copy of our newly produced annotated ver-
sion, which we call Memoir Annotated (“MemAnn”): http://  Judicial  
Misconduct.  US/  sites/  default/  files/  2018-  05/  Memoir  Annotated.  pdf  . As a sam-
ple of MemAnn, its first page of text+annotations is attached hereto, infra.

THESE ONLINE RESOURCES (WEBSITE, WEBPAGE, MemAnn DOC-
UMENT) ARE HEREBY SUBMITTED AS INTEGRAL COMPONENTS

OF OUR JUDICIAL MISCONDUCT PROCEEDINGS AGAINST JUDGES
EASTERBROOK AND WOOD (and potentially others in future)

It is expected that the submission of these “additional materials” (in the 
sense of Judicial Misconduct Complaints) in “electronic” form is wholly 
acceptable to the Court, in this day-and-age. † Especially, we note that 
MemAnn is a PDF (Portable Document Format) document, which is 
equipped with “live”/clickable links (esp. for its legal citations/refer-
ences), thus making study/research/checking of the document much easier.
Nonetheless, should the Court decide for some reason that it desires an of-
line copy (thumbdrive, paper hardcopy, whatever), Complainant hereby de-
clares his willingness to submit/provide that, upon request/order/demand.

 †・ As a typical online/dynamic/“live” (as opposed to ofine/static/“dead”) document, 
MemAnn is (desirably) subject to ongoing revision/bug-fixing. Such modified versions are 
intended only to make the document “bigger/better/faster/stronger,” in minor/trivial ways 
(such as repairing typographical errors, or making the wording more euphonious) — not to 
“sneak additional substantive materials” into it. This should be acceptable to the Court, for 
at least two reasons: (i) the Court can always make its own ofine “snapshots” if it doesn’t 
like the online nature of MemAnn; (ii) the “really important” primary/substantive content of
MemAnn is the underlying Memoir itself (not the annotations we have added/supplied, 
which is merely secondary/editorial in nature), and the underlying Memoir itself is of 
course constant/never-changing.
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